Important Competitor Information for BRC NAF Five Star Horse Trials Championships
Please see the timetable available on the BRC website.
Please note that this information could be subject to change.
















Please take your passport to declarations marquee BEFORE unloading your horse. Your flu
vaccinations will be checked, you will then be able to declare and get your stable number.
You will then be able to unload your horse.
If you are arriving late, we will have checked your passport, unless you are a reserve or your
horse was due a vaccination between entry and the championship, your stable number can
be text to you on the day. Please let the stable manager megan.gibbs@bhs.org.uk know. If
you are reserve or your passport needs checking please send a clear copy to the stable
manager. Declarations will open at 1400 on Thursday 1 August.
Your body protector and hat (if not already tagged) will be checked in the declaration
marquee, so please take this with you when you declare.
Competitors with multiple horses in the same class may find they have time clashes. You
must stick to your dressage time but may speak to the SJ and XC steward on the day to go
out of order. All competitors will have a minimum of 30 minutes between phases.
Competitors in the 90, 100 & 100+ will be given their phase A start time but will need to
work out their phase B and C start times using the speeds and distances to work out the
times. The speeds can be found in the BRC Handbook and distances will be published in the
declarations and secretary’s marquees on the day.
Competitors taking part in the 100 and 100+, please do not forget that there is a prize for
the best turned out, judged at the trot up on Friday.
Trot up and SJ times for the 100 and 100+ will be in reverse order and will be displayed in
the secretary's marquee on the Saturday pm.
Exercise arrangements on Thursday are in the dressage or SJ warm up arenas only (no
jumping of practice fences). The roads and tracks may be ridden around Phase A and C
(strictly no access to the Steeplechase). Roads and tracks will be closed at 1900, competitors
will not be permitted to go out onto roads and tracks after 1845.
Exercise arrangements for Friday are in the dressage or SJ warm up arenas outside of
competition hours – see timetable. The roads and tracks are available to ride all day but
careful consideration must be taken to competitors out on the cross-country course. Roads
and tracks will close as per exercise arrangements on Thursday.
Saturday and Sunday exercise arrangements is only permitted in the warm up arenas.
DO NOT empty your lorry waste into the portable toilets as it renders them unusable for the
rest of the weekend.
90, 100 and 100+ competitors will need to attend a briefing before the XC phase of the
competition. Times of the briefings will be on the activities timetable.
Please see the activities timetable for details on course walks for competitors.
Competitor numbers must be worn at all times when mounted.
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Hats to the correct standard must be worn at all times when mounted. It is encouraged to
wear when handling horses on the ground.
A map will be given to the competitor upon declaring with the course plan.
In the event of a time clash due to reserves, please speak to the steward on the day - we aim
to be as flexible as possible but try to stick to your published times, particularly in dressage.
It is understood by the officials, competitors and volunteers that any photographs (and/or
film footage) taken at the show by an official photographer may be used by the organiser or
sponsors in future publications without payment. Anyone who does not want their photo
taken must contact the secretary in writing.
There is a strict no smoking policy in the stabling area.
Dogs must be kept on short leads and wear ID tags.
There will be catering trade stands on site from Thursday 1200, there will also be an
additional catering option on the Saturday night.

Queries at the event such as being late etc. or emergencies call the BRC event mobile on 07808
141004
Volunteer queries during the event please call 02476 840520 – if it goes to voicemail please leave
name and number as it is diverted to a mobile the number calling does not show.
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